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Sicily in a wineglass
D&G FOR DONNAFUGATA

Love for the land of Sicily, tradition and craftsmanship are renewed in the 
partnership between two names symbolizing the island: Dolce & Gabbana 

and the Donnafugata winery. At Milan Wine Week in October, two new labels 
were presented enriching the family of 

wines born from the excellence of 
production of the winery and decked out 

by the duo’s creative flair. These 
prestigious wines, grown on the slopes of 

Etna, are the white Isolano 2019, from 
Carricante grapes, and the red Cuordilava 

2017, a pure Nerello Mascalese. Both are 
also available in Magnum format. The 

unmistakable stylistic exuberance of Dolce 
& Gabbana is expressed in the coordinated 

image: geometric motifs recalling the 
folklore of the Sicilian cart, in red, green, 

blue and yellow, interact with the 
representation of Etna smoking, two 

classics of the island’s iconography. K.C.
world.dolcegabbana.com

donnafugata.it

A STORY OF ETNA
LIQUEURS OF ETNA BY ETNAUTI

Liqueurs based on the ancient recipes and rituals of Etna’s peasant 
tradition form a tribute to characters, real and fanciful, and their 
stories, real or imaginary, that inspired mythological adventures on 
the slopes of the Sicilian volcano. This is the origin of the Etnauti 
concept brand and the new Etna Liquor line. Ten agricultural 
liqueurs, ten infusions produced with ten seasonal fruits of the 
region. Limone Primofiore, Tarocco Gallo, Mandarino Tardivo 
Marzola, Pesca Tabacchiera, Mela Delizia dell’Etna, Pera Coscia, Fico 
d’India, Gelso Nero, Ciliegia dell’Etna DOP and Fragola di Maletto are 
the precious ingredients of authentic recipes that require meticulous 
selection of the best fresh fruits and a double, slow maceration in 
alcohol. Each bottle is combined with the telling of a story in a comic 
key. The protagonists are Etnauti: courageous dealers, farmers and 
traders who gave rise to the great agricultural tradition of Etna. The 
story of Etnauti and Liquori dell’Etna is a story of the region that 
makes use of innovative narrative tools. The special editorial project, 
which includes labels, pocket leaflets and social channels, chooses 
the form of graphic novels to celebrate the adventures, inspired by 
real historical events, of ten mythical characters who take pride in 
their origins and the desire to emerge despite the difficulties. Feelings 
that, today as yesterday, guide young Sicilian entrepreneurs. Like 
Edoardo Strano, CEO of Etnauti, who from the family history rooted 
in the agricultural world of Etna, ideally embraces its legacy and 
wagers on its potential. C.F.
liquoridelletna.it 
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